Less Than 0.5 ppm
Between 0.5 and 1.0 ppm
More than 1.0 ppm
* Anchovy
# Barracouta
# Brill
* Cockle
* Cod – Blue, Red
* Crab – Paddle
* Dory – John
# Eel – Conger, Long Finned, Marine, Short Finned
# Elephant Fish
# Flounder – Black, Sand
# Gemfish
* Gurnard
# Hoki
Javelin Fish
* Kahawai (reclassified 2007)
Leather Jacket
* Lobster – Rock
Mackerel – * Blue, # Jack
Mussel – Blue, Green Lipped
# Oreo – Black, Smooth
Oyster – Pacific, Dredge *, Rock
Parore
* Paua
Perch – Orange, # Sea
* Pilchard
Pipi
* Scallop, Queen scallop
# Shark - Pale Ghost
Silverside
# Sole - Common or NZ, Lemon
# Southern Blue Whiting
* Sprat
# Squid - Arrow
# Stargazer
* Tarakihi
* Trevally
* Tuna - Skip Jack
Warehou – # Blue/Common, * Silver, * White
Whitebait
# Alfonsino (Red snapper)
* Bluenose
Dogfish – Lucifer, # Spiny
Dory - Lookdown
# Groper – Bass
# Groper
# Hake
* Kingfish
# Lemonfish (Spotted dogfish, or rig)
# Ling
Marlin - Striped
# Orange Roughy
# Ribaldo
# Rig
# Shark – Ghost
# Skate
# Snapper

Notes:

When this list was first drawn up there was a fairly large safety margin applied so that fish that always tested between .45 & .5 PPM were put into the over 0.5PPM category. This means some species in this column (eg snapper) are very close to 0.5PPM and even routinely tested slightly below 0.5. 
The larger older fish that are caught will test higher. 
The smaller the fillet the lower the concentration. 

Note from Forest and Bird – NZ fish are being overfished. They have classified NZ fish into three groups – Green (Best Choice), Amber (Caution) and Red (Avoid). At the moment, no fish qualify as Green. Amber fish are marked with *. Red are marked #. To help the environment, as well as your health, choose fish in column 1, marked with *. See www.forestandbird.org.nz/bestfishguide/index.asp 
# Black Cardinal Fish
Dogfish - Northern Spiny, Owston’s Spiny, Shovelnose
Shark – Mako, # School, Seal
# Tuna - Southern Bluefin

Other fish: 

Although no actual levels are available, it has been found that freshwater fish in geothermal lakes and rivers in NZ (eg trout from Lake Rotomahana, Lake Rotorua) may accumulate higher levels

Butterfish * is not a commercial fish, so was not tested. But as it is a smallish, herbivorous fish, it is most likely low.

Salmon farmed in NZ is low in mercury, but has other problems due to the feed and conditions

Guidelines for tinned fish:

Although levels haven’t been tested for non-NZ fish, the principle of looking for smaller fish is a good guide.

Tuna: Look for Skip Jack or Albacore. Avoid Bluefin and Yellowfin.

Salmon: Choose Alaskan in preference to Canadian

Sardines: Small fish, so should be relatively safe.
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